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Tuesday, September 21, 2010

Y”ou will find that the State is
the kind of organization which,
though it does big things badly,
does small things badly, too.”
-John Kenneth Galbraith

Airports
By Frank McGuire ~ Daily Bull

Well, it has been awhile since
I have written an article for
the Daily Bull now, but I am
back. I come to you ‘live’
from the wonderful seat
that is concourse number
9 of the 1st terminal of the
MSP airport. I have now discovered that it takes a grand
total of three minutes to get
through an ‘orange’ security
checkpoint, and most of that
time involved taking off and
putting on my belt. On an
important side note, wear
pants that do not fall off
when there is no belt holding them up....
Also, do not bother with the
whole “show up two hours
before international flights”
bullshit. I am now sitting in
an airport for the next two
hours with no internet, no
phone, crappy TV to watch,
and wonderful plastic seats
to sit and sweat in... If they
think that Facebook is worth
$8, they really need to rethink their existence.
...see Take off yer pants. on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Sexy Back!

BP
By Bill Melcher ~ Daily Bull

“I thought the dark cloud would never
move on,” says Exxon’s CEO Rex Tillerson.
The name Exxon has come with a negative
connotation
ever
since
t h e
Va l dez
spill
early
i
n
1989.
B u t
h e
admits happily that “Finally somebody
screwed up even harder. ” We finish
up our interview on the back deck
of his gigantic Alaskan getaway home
overlooking the north Pacific (by the
way, Sarah Palin can NOT see Russia
from there).
He says he bought it because the
land was on clearance after the spill
21 years ago. I called him a conniving
bastard, and he laughed the laugh of
the victorious.

years, being the centerpiece of irresponsible “big oil” in the United States, but
BP finally stepped in to take the burden
away.
Exxon
Public
Relations
couldn’t
be happier;
n o w
the media has
a fresh
scapegoat.
Back to
the spill: The captain of the Valdez
may or may not have been a drunk,
but the BP staff managed to pull this
off without a drop of whiskey. How
is that possible? It took an alcoholic
to beach an oil tanker and he’s been
one-upped by throngs of sober dudes
on an oil platform that doesn’t move.
The captain himself can’t understand
the scale of team negligence involved,
albeit partially because he hasn’t been
sober this whole time.

When contacted by phone for comExxon administration has been fighting ment on BP, Hazelwood answered the
hate letters and bad press for over 20
...see Beyond Petroleum on back

We might have a witch in congress soon!
“Burn the witch!”- Tristan

Sudoku

2010 Homecoming Alumni
Broomball Tournament

... Take off yer pants. from front

In order to combat the boredom that
comes with sitting for two hours with
nothing to do in an airport, I vote that
Do you like Broomball? Do you like to fill out brackets for the NCAA Basketball Tournament? Do you like to
they install old school video games at
help those in need? If you answered yes to any of these: we have an answer for that, the Homecoming
the terminals. That way I can stand
Bracket Challenge brought to you by the Michigan Tech Alumni Association and IRHC Broomball. All you have
there and waste quarters for two
to do is visit www.broomball.mtu.edu and print off a bracket and bring it to the Broomball office in Wads G24
hours instead of
with a $1.00 registration fee. All the proceeds go to charity. Also, there will be door prizes. Just make sure
sitting here writing
you have your brackets turned in before Wednesday, September 29.
Daily Bull articles.
But, then again, I
bet you wish you
had an old school
game to play right
now instead of sit... Beyond Petroleum from front
ting there listening
phone “Happy New Year!! 1994 is not to talk to his wife and assured me
to some profesgonna be great!!” Maybe BP could he’s trying to change. Sounds like he’s
sor go on and on
put him to work - it’d be an upgrade got a lot on his mind right now, but I
about who knows
from their current staff.
doubt she reads the Bull.
what.
In the gulf, when asked how he
planned to rebuild the company’s
reputation, BP public relations director Darryl Willis commented “$#&@,
I hadn’t thought of that...” Go get ‘em,
tiger. I probably could’ve picked a
better figure of speech, because
when he heard that he begged me

A point of curiosity, GM goes bankrupt and Obama cuts them a massive
check so they can stay in business,
but he’s hesitant to allow foreign
countries to help out BP for free. It
must be because he’s got a soft spot
for Detroit, and he wants to see the
Gulf turn black.
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If you keep reading this small text, you’ll import yourself from Japan.

threat level at Orange; please keep
your luggage with you at all times.” I
remember from at least 13 years ago
when I was in an airport that you are
supposed to keep your luggage with
you at all times, what the hell does
this
orange
crap have to
do with it? I
would much
prefer if they
told me there
was a “Tangerine” threat
today. Then I
would know
that something
is
different
than any other
day...

News in Briefs: Slushie Invasion

by Ruben Garcia ~ Daily Bull

Dear readers, I have uncovered yet another campus conspiracy. Whilst walking around DOW the other day, I came across a hole
in the wall [literally] that was serving what seemed to be delicious fruity beverages [orange fruity, not Elton John fruity]. After
ordering my drink, it became apparent that something other than fruit had to be in the concoction as fruit cannot possibly responsible for the orgasm that was rocking my taste buds. Naturally, after having a cigarette and leaving the money on the dresser,
I immediately went to work investigating.
What I have found is shocking. The DOW, being the biological sciences building, has been ‘getting rid of’ specific experiments
and grinding them down into the smoothies! I talked with a student who witnessed this horrible practice. ‘Patchy,’ as she will be
referred to, had this to say. “We were testing on the rare Houghton Snow-Cow when the data we gathered actually disproved
our theory. The professor told us to delete the data and to leave the snow-cow where it was and it would be ‘taken care of’.
We left for the night and when we came back, the snow-cow was nowhere to be seen. He couldn’t have possibly moved it by
himself, it had to weigh 3 tons!”

Simon Mused

Liz Fujita, Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine” Loucks, Simon Mused, Jon “Big-O”
Mahan, Alec Hamer, John Pastore, Matt Villa, Mary Kennedy, Ruben
Garcia, Kiri Kennedy, Benjamin Loucks, Lauren Allen, Stephen
Whittaker, Sam Schall, Sandra Custer, Frank McGuire, Mike Cardwell,
Bryne Judy, Jeremy Moore, Bill Melcher, Jeremy Moore, Kyle Roe,
Cameron Long, Olivia Zajac, and the left hand rule.

I think I win! I mean I get to sit here,
watch all the people go by, watch the
random pigeon decide to take a crap
in the food court, as well as listen to
the random “Today the Department
of Homeland Security has placed the

Further sources say that at that date, the
slushies took on a slightly purple color.
To investigate further, I, with the help
of a credit card, obtained access to
the slushie-shack. Inside I found several
shelves of snow-cow blubber along with
many illegal substances including LSD, salvia, and ecstasy. I believe the blubber is
used to dilute these substances, causing
the slushies special properties. This being
said, everyone should check out the new
FUSION IN DOW!

A delicious
EXTRAVAGANZA

Monday - Friday
8 am - 4 pm

